
took the train before us and I wonder how she could be so joyful, a really lovely girl. With August we made it to Eindhoven and then with the bus to the airport. It was nice on the plane with the
sun above the clouds and him playing the pilot. The weather back in Sweden was also nice, at least on the bus because after, once in Stockholm, it was rather cloudy. I had August the entire
afternoon and after going to the Cultural house to answer a few e-mails, we went nearby the main public library to share a kebab with rice. Thereafter we went in the kids' library and played
chess and monopoly. We had fun although August had his own little rules and does not accept loosing. As Liselott ended her last meeting, we walked up to the East station for an ice-cream, a bad
idea since it got us both cold. Liselott soon came by car to fetch August, dressing fancy and with the car all tied up, not to mention the pop music in the background. The deadline to our last
divorce paper is approaching and she reminded me to sign it... will move forward with that. Walking back to the central station (I try to walk as much as possible avoiding public transports),
through the park where I used to take August when he was little, I felt sort of a longing for nature, to get out of all the civilization I have to endure as I wanted to wishing to move to Liselott's
family garden but being denied. It feels more that now I have sort of secured a natural site to at least little August, a site with much potential which he ought not to saturate... I miss the forest but
I am glad to have at least saved August's forest and restored at least the old family mansion as it used to. Now back to my little apartment... hopefully August will manage to make use to all the
potential I have sort of managed for him, with a bit of examples.

A day spent in my household with much to do in terms of updating my project. I am now giving absolute priority to my Archive and only then, if I have time, I work on the retroactive
elaborations. I might end up working on them in the future or when I am bored and have nothing to do like during seminars or if I get sick (hopefully never seriously). I anyway took a good time
writing down my dreams and ordering all the thousand of images I will have to rename one day if I wish to move on with certain productions. The essence however remains my Archive and I
shall concentrate on that when times get more busy. I anyway had to be home today, not only for the most dreadful half winterish weather, but also to wait for the big Japanese mattress that is
now placed behind my office chair. I think that I will keep on sleeping in the guest room in the small and cheap mattress, a bit harder and further away from the night noises of the newspaper
delivery boys and the metro. The big bed will be for the special occasion when August and Myrthe will be around. After lunch and after I started to review some essays sent by the three students
I am supervising (are these essays which makes me so depress?), I biked out to look for a bed sheet and undercover. The ones at the second hand shop were rather disgusting so I went all the way
to the far commercial center to get new yet discounted ones. No it is peach dark  out and I am waiting to talk to Jacek who has some big news for me. It was nice to talk via Skype yesterday to
Myrthe.  from Canada was also just now on-line but I have tried to concentrate with my Journal writing. In the evening I will still have to correct the students' essays, all in Swedish
unfortunately.  

I woke up too early tonight but went back in my new bed in my studio and slept well, having to turn constantly, being it very soft on the top and hard at the bottom. I felt quite energized in the
morning and headed to the university to meet the three Swedish girls I am supervising. I spoke Swedish to them and all went quite well I believe. Writing is one thing but talking is really
important I believe. By talking and reflecting with one another, I have managed to establish a better understanding today. After the supervisions I had a nice chat with the Belgium researcher in
the neighbouring department, venturing quite far in our philosophical discussion, something that is rather hard to do with my other Swedish colleagues. I even met my Philosophy professor in the
kitchen and managed to describe him a bit of my block in rewriting the final essay he expects from me. He just told me to stick to two papers and I should probably get going now and write
something based on Nietzsche and Freud. Latter I even met my supervisor and got quite along with him, trying to explain my progress and getting him to talk to me more thoroughly into my
work, avoiding other crisis. I now feel that it was a bit unnecessary all this crisis I sat up, stopping all my academic production and getting quite upset with them all yet for me all these changes
are big maneuvers when it comes to reconsider all the work I have already done under my own framework. I have very little time for myself in the coming days, with a museum meeting
tomorrow and a lecture on Friday to then have August for the weekend.

I woke up with my head a bit heavy, after having talked with  on Skype yesterday night, when I usually draw and get ready for bed. It is the six hours difference but I really wonder
what is the man doing inside an apartment all the time and whether he has been kicked out by his girlfriend who was supporting him or whether we are experiencing parallel lives and he also left
the countryside for the city like me. Anyhow, despite the mental heaviness with almost no dreams but quite a nice sleep in my new Japanese mattress, I woke up filled with ideas, particularly as I
attempted the first steps to work on thee new parts of my Website for a presentation I did at Björn's museum today. Björn, who always supported me and with whom I became quite a friend
during my period in Uppsala, has been mentioning me several times to the main curator. I presented my work without really any hesitation in the museum café and had really no expectations
with these people. I have in fact perceived that they have to act much “politically”, if not to become bigger, only to survive. Latter I went to the public library, again did some further Website
implementation (quite successfully), and then, in a few hours, prepared the three hours lecture I will give tomorrow on early cinema. It feels quite safe to stick to a few articles which only look at
a few aspects of cinema. I did so in an academic fashion, with yet a very graphically intriguing presentation (or at least for some of my younger colleagues who are always impressed about
them), collected allot of old movie clips to accompany my presentation, going deep in the actual material as well. On the way to the commuter however, through the cold and trafficked rich part
of town (I would not like to live there), I had allot of insights on many other different ways in which these feeble concepts which I addressed in my presentation could be address. It feels that the
really heavy problem with many Academics is a strong lack of imagination but I am appreciating to utilize their narrow methods as a starting point. Now more technical implementations, while
seating jammed in the commuter heading in the poor South of town. 

A good day I would say, waking up with dreams in my big mattress (quite much improving my life and that of my intimate guests) and lecturing three hours straight to a class of rather
passionless students but nonetheless using them to fluently make allot of points to myself, particularly considering media practice like thos of the cameraman I presented. After which I went to
the gym although I was rather tired and hungry but did managed my full exercise. I also checked briefly my e-mail and got one from Alessandro who is actually marrying, my old buddy with
whom I visited in Canada for the second time. Now across the whole town to pick August, with quite some delays on the railroads and the sun already down despite the early hours (but
this is also due to the silly change to winter hours which in an electronic age makes little sense). I did not heard from Myrthe so much or at least I did not really hook up with her in the past days,
being both quite busy and myself needing extra concentration. I have however experienced strong feelings of hater somewhat towards  who has treated me again so violently the last
time I was there, very close to sending me to hell and to my supervisor who seems rather lazy and is really willing to make me accept his points which in other words legitimize his social position
(like this remediation theory which for me is only occurring because of human laziness to come to master the language of the new medium).

It is Saturday, a rainish, darkish and winterish Saturday but I woke up with many dreams and many ideas as if the night is really when my brain processes and when I wake up I have some sort of
resolution to many problems that accumulate during the day, many repressions. I have tried to work out my proliferation as much as I could and now again this proliferation is quite big since I
opened up to having 18 of my 36 projects as open ended. I also hesitated contacting Myrthe who was out partying till three in the morning with her old friends and August also slept rather late
(he claimed that he still had to make up from the recent Netherlands trip). I did not really managed all I wanted and talked to Myrthe at last on Skype to then eat rice and lentils with August and
go by commuter to the nearby Tumba center. We had a bit of things to do there such as check the second hand shop for toys and games to play together (did not find any good ones), buy some
tofu and mango drinks at the little Asian store and get some mascarpone cheese at the cheap supermarket for a tiramisú cake we did once back home, maintaining thus little traditions with little
August and me in such a very alien and seemingly unfriendly environment. We are used to it however and have quite some fun anyway. Now a soup is in the pot and in that of Tumba we also got
some movies to watch at the library enriching thus our lives by knowing the little diversity that different places can offer and reaching them. August is now again building Virtual worlds and it
feels that really that is the heritage that he got from me, particularly after this morning he wanted to look at the rendering of my church, our church, the church I had the drive to build in his
grandparents house, the reason why I kept there and the reason why I left it (will I ever get back, maybe once August will be the owner?).

A quite easy day once again, not demanding anything from August like all the walks and so forth I used to try to get him involved with. The day was anyhow rainy but I again woke up with
many a dreams and ideas, really many and do feel that at last I have retrieved my artistic dimension, going over the dogma which on one hand has sort of blocked me for years but on the other
has helped me to get "technical" and learn how to master the medium, a sort of though monastic training. After much writing, August took a very long bath and I even managed to get some
carpentry going like sawing the top of the door of the in between wall so that it can open more properly and drilled all sort of holes to put up shelves and make very nice pictures at last of my
whole studio, photographing it from the four sides and corners, possibly at last making a total panorama of my working/living environment, my ark, one single space. Off and on, August and I
have also talked to sweet Myrthe who needed quite some reassurance and I give it all to her, my angel. Watching another quite nice Tim Burton animation, or letting August watching it, I
proceeded to prepare the main wall for the mural reproducing my Website interface. I basically peeled off the old layers of wall paper where I will later paint the basic diagram of my life-project.
Later I followed Myrthe advice and called finding  home. He told me that they are trying to get rid of the Venetian rich woman who wants now to spend every weekend
with them. He usually get soon tired of talking on the phone and I really did not know whether they were upset with me or not but I soon took the courage of telling him about hearing from 

from Canada and the fact that I told the latter that he did not have any bad feelings against him and vice versa, bringing to peace a big family war that has caused do many victims including
me. Now there is communal respect between these sixty years old men who were once best friends, forty years ago, forty years of thinking of one another, I could finally bring them to peace and
work as a mediator. I also asked  whether I should keep hearing from him and he most Christianly said that I should really try to help those in need particularly when they are so
close to us, and I will, discreetly but I will. Meantime August has a soar throat and he will keep with me tomorrow, so he will get also my underground natural education and transgress a bit from
the school system and thus get a bit of his own intelligence and not take part completely to the social one. We will keep playing our games, knowing that society itself, in these technical sustained
times in particular, is also very much just a game, a bigger one, less childish but I do not know who is playing more seriously and I guess that is what I am about to show, my seriousness and
courage in playing my own game and make the social game just part of it.

Another day sort of staying quite long in bed (at least according to my standards), particularly facing the wall in front of my bed, getting more and more filled with sample of my projects... not
really the wall of a puritan iconoclast then, but a whole of inspirations reminding me all sorts of things, a necessary wall to replay my work which my just be consumed sporadically while the
whole social surrounding is crowded with redundant and perverted content (while should really fight in its locality to turn it into some meaning boasting media environment instead). I woke up
rather prolific again but it was so sunny out that I decided to take August for a simple walk to the nice center of town (nowadays, in these Nordic shores, I am never too ambitious with walking
knowing that darkness is always at the door, at least in the winter). We easily reached the big hardware store (maybe the shop where I spend the most), and then bought some pita bread for the
ducks and a pomegranate for us. We sat by the water next to some Arab fisherman, enjoying the beautiful weather and the autumn fruit (apparently cheaper and more available here than in
Southern Europe where it is produced... these financial games...). Once back home I felt a bit down. I did paint on the pealed off wallpaper for the mural of my project but got a bit frustrated
about finding a software to make a panorama image of all my living studio. I then took a break and cooked chestnuts  with August while talking to  on the phone. We have a nice time
together and it is so natural for me to talk to him rather than hear is voice through the e-mails he used to write me which several time rose my anger. I'd like to keep it this way. He also lost many
kilos and seems most sensitive now although he had much of a violent past, beating all us up. I will try to take care of him till the end now that I also have  consent (certainly not 

and my uncle who think that I should have nothing to do with him since he did not grow me up). After going to sort the recyclable garbage, while August kept constructing his Virtual
world with most astonishing results (I really ought to get these outsider geniuses out and interview them), I decided how to deal with the presentation of my living studio on my Website, having
always symmetry as the answer (with the circled diagram in the middle). It feels that now again that I in touch with my real father, my intellect has expanded and somewhat I have more capacity,
this however also to know the negative side of things... I will keep up with my "credo" nonetheless but will go for a relaxing bath for now. 

Another day with my sweet little August feeling most proud of him now, after a whole year, finally stabilized in my studio apartment, with his own bedroom and own world, this thanks to
Myrthe otherwise I might have rent it out to some immigrant like me. I was actually a bit stressed from the beginning and woke him up a bit early to go out in the rain and to the university gym
where all my stress got out and he too had a fun time running around and pumping up the muscles of the big body he will one day have (this also by simply staying on the running machine and
walking). I then had some excellent meetings first with a student I am supervising (assessing her in Swedish) then with the artist colleague from the media and production course I had with her
the past spring which caused quite some distress for the critics of few students. She wanted me to interview me generally about how to assess production and I think I had some good points
saying that the assessor cannot be but a producer updates in both the practice and the cultural discourse (thus implying not any old aristocratic academic fart absorbed in their books). I also made
a distinction between art students who are very eager to learn and academic students who might just want to get the highest credit (perhaps vis a vis with the professors and the education system
shaping them as such). Meantime August was watching a Harry Potter movie, we ate, like the perfect neo-realist  father and son and latter went off to the metro other that there was a big problem
down the line (still to be solved) and he forgot his bag upstairs. We allot of fun nonetheless and the gym put us in very high spirit, we shall remember that! For hours, as we took the public
transports to town and then in town at an Asian shop we found where to buy few products, for hours we kept joking and had loads of fun. I think he is now realizing how precious and unique his
daddy and Myrthe too are, in a very conservative environment. I feel like at first I have taken care of planting him, of his roots and now I am more educating his trunk and branches but
particularly his output like his fruits and the blossoming that soon will come from him (I can already see the germogli). Now a little Odyssey home, with the commuter not working all the way
and many transports to take, all routes I did not beaten for a long time.

A very sunny day, waking up at five in the morning and getting all my project updated to then start working on my living studio, the Visning part of my project. I had a few hours to do so but,
after mounting my armonica on the wall with a foot pump connected to make a small piano, I really did quite some progress also tracing with a pen the diagram of my Website with the little
projector projecting on the wall. I took it very easy although a few hours later my long trip to the Netherlands started once more. It was pleasant however with the sunny landscapes and going on
empty public transports away from the heptic city. I really enjoy leaving in the Southern boarders, it is really meaningful to me as I no longer feel stuck in this country which was similar to my
native land but not identical, which, I have come to realize, is a big difference. On the bus to Nyköping I have read a little article of a priest from up there,  sent it to me and it included a
photo of my grandfather Adriano and his "paesani" prior leaving for the Russian front. I have not met my grandfather since I was six years old, but looking at his beautiful, innocent face, I started
crying and crying and even now that face, that half smile and the military hat a bit too the side, even now, that photo brings tears to my eyes. As I did for Nonno Bruno, my mother's father and
really a father to me (lacking a father), as I did for the latter, I guess I have also now cried for his death, commemorated him properly twenty years after his death. On the plane too I watched a
movie by Ermanno Olmi, the film maker who settled from my town, whose films I really appreciate. This one was a collaboration with my grandfather's cousin, the Italian famous Mario Rigoni
Stern, and was really again a great half fiction and half documentary film showing how the people from the highland used to make a leaving picking unexploded bombs from the First World
War, a little masterpiece I would like to translate to English (maybe a good excuse to meet the dying film maker who few now remember?). I am on the train to Utrecht for now, seating on the
hard staircase, tired of the soft seats of public transport with Myrthe probably waiting for me at the station wit little Peppino (this if she received my message).If I have to catch the moral of the
movie I just saw is really that of being inventive and scavenge, make a living by searching for things, risking and being very much in the hands of providence while however being under the
stars. The collaboration of the old scavenger and the new guy was quite successful, with the latter bringing in technology, yet in the hand he gives up his freedom to marry and find a slave work
to build his house... I guess I am not really the person who seek for this total freedom but also myself is, like possibly my recent ancestors, someone who has invented his living, putting it in the
hand of providence and really committing himself, possibly scavenging, exactly like in the Olmi movie. Hopefully Myrthe will keep accepting me for this...  

A day spent mostly in the Utrecht attic, first with the intention of finally getting started to write the "academic" official bureaucratic papers I ought to write particularly for the Philosophy
professor, after more than half a year, but then ending up implementing my Website. The implementations in a way is in the end what provides me with the direction to follow in each of the 36
parts of the project, I mean that really the layout at last decides the outcome and what I am struggling with my project right from the beginning is to have a solid and final layout (my out-of-date
supervisor would not understand this...). I have been quite satisfied of the work I have done, really minimalist and functional with also a way to navigate all my writings by selecting titles (still
have to figure how to navigate the myriad of videos though). I also finalized one of the essays I started writing yesterday after watching Olmi's "I Recuperanti" which in a way is probably the
only film describing the struggle of my people in my now remote native highland. Later Myrthe came home and we walked out to look around some shop and buy us a little Asian dinner. Once
home we reorganized all the furnitures, particularly an old cabinet looking like the one girls used to have prior their marriage. Now we have a little corner to which we still have to adapt too... all
these changes, even the most smaller ones bring allot of other changes...

A very nice day, sunny out and clear blue sky. I again had much thoughts about my work, mostly how to interface my project, thus providing me some future directions, particularly for my
academic situation. Nonetheless, after updating my work, I did take the train to Rotterdam and programmed a bit on the train the plan of my supposed thesis, the thesis I cannot realize due to
much conservativeness. I got out in Rotterdam after more than a decade and I was really impressed. My perception has changed allot ever since, having experienced the world at large, but I
certainly found a colorful modern city, this aside for all the office spaces that they have constructed in the center which are now quite empty. I filmed quite allot, also me filming and did not want
to look for any particular to do but some basic psychogeography, reaching at last the very sunny harbor with old sail boats and a fantastic scene. I walked along it willing to seat somewhere to
enjoy the weather but had to pee quite much and ended up in a café where I also got a cheap pea soup. I then got out in the sun again, walking up the river and finding a piece of grass where to
sleep and latter do some thai-chi. Later in the afternoon Myrthe also came to Rotterdam and we walked quite long, ending in a very nice long road with quite some alternative shops, selling
vintage stuff (too expensive however) and also an old fashion barber shop run by young people, which made think that really this nostalgic trend seems quite a city phenomena and that also my
Swedish colleagues seem affected by it, researching on television and radio rather than computers as I do. Anyhow, the fact that the city went through some old bombings was not at all to bad of
a thing, making such a miraculous architectural wonders possible (I feel that also of my personality, very much bombed and tabula rasa from the beginning). In the evening we met Fiona,




